Banded structures" of macroscopic dimensions can be induced by simple shear flow in many different types of soft matter systems. Depending on whether these bands extend along the gradient or vorticity direction, the banding transition is referred to as "gradient banding" or "vorticity banding," respectively. The main features of gradient banding can be understood on the basis of a relatively simple constitutive equation. This minimal model for gradient banding will be discussed in some detail, and its predictions are shown to explain many of the experimentally observed features. The minimal model assumes a decrease of the shear stress of the homogeneously sheared system with increasing shear rate within a certain shear-rate interval. The possible microscopic origin of the severe shear-thinning behaviour that is necessary for the resulting nonmonotonic flow curves is discussed for a few particular systems. Deviations between experimental observations and predictions by the minimal model are due to obvious simplifications within the scope of the minimal model. The most serious simplifications are the neglect of concentration dependence of the shear stress (or on other degrees of freedom) and of the elastic contributions to the stress, normal stresses, and the possibility of shear-induced phase transitions. The consequences of coupling of stress and concentration will be analyzed in some detail. In contrast to predictions of the minimal model, when coupling to concentration is important, a flow instability can occur that does not require strong shear thinning. Gradient banding is sometimes also observed in glassy-and gel-like systems, as well as in shear-thickening systems. Possible mechanisms that could be at the origin of gradient-band formation in such systems are discussed. Gradient banding can also occur in strongly entangled polymeric systems. Banding in these systems is discussed on the basis of computer simulations. Vorticity banding is less well understood and less extensively investigated experimentally as compared to gradient banding. Possible scenarios that are at the origin of vorticity banding will be discussed. Among other systems, the observed vorticity-banding transition in rod-like colloids is discussed in some detail. It is argued, on the basis of experimental observations for these colloidal systems, that the vorticity-banding instability for such colloidal suspensions is probably related to an elastic instability, reminiscent of the Weissenberg effect in polymeric systems. This mechanism might explain vorticity banding in discontinuously shear-thickening systems and could be at work in other vorticity-banding systems as well. This overview does not include time-dependent phenomena like oscillations and chaotic behaviour.
Introduction
Two types of banding instabilities may be distinguished: gradient banding and vorticity banding. In case of gradient banding in a Couette cell, the stationary state is one where two bands coexist, which extend in the gradient direction. A top view of such a banded state is schematically depicted in Fig. 1, left figure. The shear rate within each of the two bands is essentially spatially constant, and the two bands are connected by a sharp "interface." In case of vorticity banding, regular bands are formed that are stacked in the vorticity direction, as depicted in Fig. 1, right figure. Depending on the system, these bands are visible because the two types of bands have a different turbidity or because they are both birefringent but with somewhat different orientations of their optical axes.
This overview consists of two main sections, one on gradient banding and one on vorticity banding.
In the section "Gradient banding," a quite simple, minimal model is discussed that already explains many of the experimental findings. Not included in the minimal model is a possible strong coupling of the stress to variations in concentration (or other degrees of freedom, like orientational order), elastic stresses, and normal stresses. The gradient-banding transition occurs when the shear stress (the flow-gradient component of the stress tensor) of the homogeneously sheared system (before banding occurs) decreases with increasing shear rate. The initial stages of band formation is predicted to proceed through a scenario that is similar to the Cahn-Hilliard gasliquid phase separation kinetics for spinodal decomposition. The omission of elastic stresses within the minimal model, however, is not allowed when band formation occurs on a time scale that is smaller than typical elastic relaxation times. Stress selection under controlled shear rate conditions can be quantified, and the minimal model explains why under controlled stress conditions no banding occurs. The necessary severe shear-thinning behaviour that complies with a decreasing stress with increasing shear rate can be connected to the very slow dynamics of degrees of freedom that strongly couple to the shear stress. A mechanism for severe shear thinning will be illustrated for rod-like colloidal particles that exhibit an isotropic-nematic phase transition. For worm-like micellar solutions, the flow behaviour of entanglement points and the resulting cou-pling of the length of the worms to shear flow can strongly enhance shear thinning as compared to colloidal rods. The response of entanglements in worm-like micellar systems to flow and the mechanism for the increase of the worm length with increasing shear rate are discussed on the basis of computer simulations. A strong dependence of the shear viscosity on concentration, which is not accounted for in the minimal model, gives the system an additional degree of freedom to shear band also under controlled stress conditions. This leads to different concentrations in the two bands. Gradient banding due to polymeric entanglements will be discussed on the basis of computer simulations on "resin particles," that is, particles with a small core that is covered by long polymeric chains. In addition to banding under controlled stress conditions, coupling to concentration can also lead to an instability without strong shearthinning behaviour. This type of instability could explain the experimentally observed gradient banding in some of the systems that do not exhibit strong shear thinning. Discontinuous shear thickening, when at a critical shear rate the stress jumps to a relatively high value as a result of the occurrence of a shear-induced viscous phase, can also give rise to gradient banding.
Much less is known about the origin of vorticity banding. The vorticity banding transition is, at least for some systems, possibly related to the development of normal stresses toward the inner cylinder of the Couette cell. As will be discussed, the mechanism is similar to that for the Weissenberg effect in polymer systems, where the role played by polymer chains in the Weissenberg effect is now played by inhomogeneities. The accompanying secondary rolling flow within the bands is indeed observed experimentally for rod-like colloids. The inhomogeneities can form through flocculation, early stage phase separation or through the nucleation of a shear-induced new phase. This might explain why discontinuous shearthickening systems, where a shear-induced viscous phase is formed beyond a critical shear rate, sometimes exhibit vorticity banding. Normal stresses along the gradient direction that lead to rolling flow might also originate from the interface in a gradient-banded state. In that case, first-gradient banding occurs, after which vorticity bands are formed. In case the shear rate is assumed to be a constant throughout the system, independent of position, a necessary condition for the stability of a vorticity-banded state is that the flow curve is multi-valued. The homogeneously sheared system should now be able to sustain different stresses (within the two types of bands) at the same shear rate. It is still unclear whether vorticity banding is generically due to an elastic type of instability (in which case, the bands are in internal rolling flow) or whether mass transport or reorganization of microstructural order plays an important role in some systems (which might comply with an essentially constant shear rate throughout the shear cell). Recent review papers that address banding phenomena include Olmsted (1999a) , which is a comprehensive overview of the existing literature; Vermant (2003) , where shearinduced bundles and strings, as well as near-critical and weakly aggregated colloids are discussed; and Cates and Fielding (2006) and Berret (2005) , which extensively discuss the rheology and banding of micellar systems. Cates and Fielding (2006) also contains a section on time-dependent phenomena. A recent treatment of time-dependent phenomena can be found in Fielding (2007a) .
Gradient banding
The most intensely studied systems that exhibit gradient banding are worm-like micellar systems (experiments on worm-like micelles can be found in Berret et al. 1997 Berret et al. , 1998 Fischer and Callaghan 2001; Salmon et al. 2003a; Herle et al. 2005; Hu and Lips 2005; Liberato et al. 2006; Yesilata et al. 2006; Miller and Rothstein 2007; and Manneville et al. 2007 and theoretical models for worms concerned with banding in Spenley et al. 1993 , and Vasquez et al. 2007 ). In some (diluted and concentrated) worm-like systems, wall slip is reported (Manneville et al. 2007; Salmon et al. 2003b) . Gradient banding is also reported to occur in entangled polymers (Callaghan and Gil 2000; Britton and Callaghan 1997a; Tapadia et al. 2006) , micellar cubic phases (Eiser et al. 2000a, b) , supra-molecular polymer solutions (van der Gucht et al. 2006) , transient networks (Michel et al. 2001) , and thermotropic side chain liquid crystal polymers (Pujolle-Robic et al. 2002) . Experiments indicate that gradient banding can also occur in hexagonal phases of surfactant solutions (Ramos et al. 2000) . Gradient banding where a shear-induced second phase is involved is observed in lamellar surfactant systems, where an "onion phase" is induced (Bonn et al. 1998; Salmon et al. 2003c, d) in a semiflexible thermotropic liquid crystalline polymer (Mather et al. 1997) , where a nematic phase is induced by flow, and in poly-crystalline colloids (Chen et al. 1992; Imhof et al. 1994; von Hünerbein et al. 1996; Palberg and Würth 1996; Preis et al. 1998) , where crystals are shear melted beyond some critical shear rate. For the onion system, it is found that the location of the interface strongly fluctuates; the mechanism for which is still unclear (Salmon et al. 2003d) . Interface fluctuations and periodic stress and rate response have been observed to accompany gradient banding in some cases (see, for example, Salmon et al. 2003a, d; Herle et al. 2005; Callaghan and Gil 2000; Manneville et al. 2004a; Hu et al. 2002; Rofe et al. 1996; Lerouge et al. 2006) . It is still an open question to what extent dynamical slip-stick phenomena play a role in the observed interface fluctuations. Such time-dependent phe-nomena will not be addressed in the present overview (see Fielding 2007a for an overview of time-dependent shearbanding phenomena).
Spatially resolved velocity profiles that are inhomogeneous along the gradient direction can be measured with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR; Callaghan and Gil 2000; Britton and Callaghan 1997b; Callaghan 1999) , heterodyne dynamic light scattering, and particle tracking velocimetry (Salmon et al. 2003a, e; Hu and Lips 2005; Miller and Rothstein 2007) , and ultrasound (Manneville et al. 2004a, b) , whereas structural changes can be inferred from birefringence/dichroism measurements Hu and Lips 2005; Liberato et al. 2006; Miller and Rothstein 2007; Fischer and Callaghan 2000; Lerouge et al. 1998 Lerouge et al. , 2000 Decruppe et al. 1997 Decruppe et al. , 2001 Cappelaere et al. 1997) , light transmission , and microscopy (Herle et al. 2005; Hu and Lips 2005; Imhof et al. 1994) . Light and neutron scattering have been used to probe the (superposition of) microstructural features of shear bands (Herle et al. 2005; Liberato et al. 2006; Decruppe et al. 2001; Cappelaere et al. 1997) .
Banded flow profiles are ofcourse different in different geometries. The velocity profiles in a polymer solution (semi-dilute polyacrylamide solutions) in a cone-plate geometry, as observed by NMR (Britton and Callaghan 1997a) , and of poly-crystalline charged colloids in a pipe geometry Preis et al. 1998 ) are more complicated than in a small-gap Couette cell. For large cone angles in a cone-plate geometry, the free fluidair interface leads to complicated flow profiles even for Newtonian fluids. In a wide-gap Couette cell, there is a considerable natural variation of the shear rate within the gap. The local shear rate, before banding occurred, may in some regions be inside and some regions outside the shearrate range where gradient banding occurs. That the observed flow profiles in Callaghan (2001, 2000) do not exhibit the expected two-band structure is probably not due to the large size of the gap. Instead, these flow profiles have been explained (Fischer and Callaghan 2001) by postulating that, at high shear rates, a viscous phase is induced by the flow, which subsequently relaxes to a less viscous state. It remains unclear what the nature of this transient, highly viscous state is (see, however, "The microscopic origin of strong shear thinning"). Alternatively, secondary flow can have a strong impact on velocity profiles in certain geometries (Kumar and Larson 2000) . Apart from the time-dependent phenomena, many of the experimental observations can be understood on the basis of a quite simple model (Dhont 1999; Olmsted and Lu 1999a; Lu et al. 2000) . This "minimal model" will be discussed in "A minimal model: stress selection and banding kinetics." The possible microscopic mechanisms that lead to strong shear thinning, which is required for gradient banding within the realm of the minimum model, will be discussed in "The microscopic origin of strong shear thinning." The experimentally observed deviations from the predictions of this minimal model can be attributed to the dependence of the shear viscosity on order parameters like concentration and orientational order. This "coupling to concentration" and its consequences for gradient banding is discussed in "Coupling to concentration." Special attention is given to shear-thickening systems in "Gradient banding of shear-thickening systems." A minimal model: stress selection and banding kinetics Here, we will present the simplest model (Dhont 1999; Olmsted and Lu 1999a; Lu et al. 2000) that exhibits many of the gradient-banding features that are seen experimentally. Consider a laminar flow in a two-plate geometry in the x direction with its gradient in the y direction. Neglecting variations of the flow velocity u in the x and z directions, the Navier-Stokes equation simply reads:
where ρ m is the mass density of the fluid under consideration and Σ is the shear stress. The standard expression for the stress is g Á h, with g Á as the local shear rate and η the shear viscosity. This expression for the shear stress is the leading term in a formal expansion of the stress with respect to spatial derivatives of the fluid flow velocity. For smooth variations of the velocity, this expression is sufficient to describe flow phenomena. That is, this would be the expression for the stress of a homogeneously sheared system before banding occurs. This standard shear stress will be denoted by s ¼ g Á h. Experiments indicate that this standard stress exhibits a van der Waals loop-like behaviour as depicted in Fig. 2 for systems that show gradient banding. It is important to note that this is the flow curve for the homogeneously sheared system before banding had time to occur. The standard expression for the stress cannot describe a stationary state where dσ y ð Þ=dy ¼ 0, as the van der Waals loop is probed when crossing the interface that connects the two bands. Within the interface, spatial variations of the flow velocity fields are probably too large to restrict the dependence of the stress to first-order flowvelocity derivatives. It therefore seems natural to extend the formal expansion to include the next higher order gradient term. From symmetry considerations, it is readily seen that this expansion reads (Dhont 1999; Olmsted and Lu 1999a; Lu et al. 2000) :
The constant of proportionality κ of the second-order derivative of the shear rate is referred to as the shearcurvature viscosity (Dhont 1999) . Such shear-curvature contributions to the stress may arise implicitly from diffusion of stress elements, in which case an equation of motion for the stress tensor contains a diffusive term (Spenley et al. 1996; Lu et al. 2000; Radulescu et al. 2003; Yuan 1999; El-Kareh and Leal 1989) , proportional to the so-called stress-diffusion coefficient. There is no simple connection between the shear-curvature viscosity and the stress-diffusion coefficient, as the stress-diffusion contribution is formulated in terms of the Laplace of the stress tensor instead of simply the Laplace of the shear rate as in Eq. 2. Assuming a banded velocity profile, it is easily verified (Dhont 1999 ) that a y-independent stress, also through the interface, is only possible if
This is why in Eq. 2, the higher order term is provided with a minus sign. Furthermore, the shear-curvature viscosity tends to 0 in a shear-rate range where the viscosity attains its high shear-rate value. This can be seen as follows. Suppose that local microstructural order is saturated by the large local shear rates. That is, applying an even larger local shear rate will not change microstructural order. The stress must then be independent of higher order derivatives of the flow velocity, as such contributions account for local gradients in microstructural order. Hence, even though @ 2 + Á . @y 2 may be large, the shear-curvature contribution cannot contribute to the shear stress in Eq. 2 for large shear rates, which implies that κ=0. Hence,
The shear-rate range in which κ shear thins to zero is the same as where the shear viscosity reaches its high shear-rate limit.
There are four obvious omissions in the minimal model:
1. The concentration dependence of the shear stress is neglected. The consequences of such as concentration dependence will be discussed in "Coupling to concentration." 2. Elastic contributions to the stress are neglected. This leads to wrong predictions for banding kinetics when band formation occurs on a time scale that is smaller than the typical relaxation times of elastic stresses. Such contributions are considered in Goddard (2003) and will not be discussed here further. 3. Flow-induced phase transitions are not accounted for.
The possible role played by such transitions in gradient-band formation is discussed in "Gradient banding of shear-thickening systems."
4. The minimal model is a scalar theory that neglects normal stresses. Normal stresses may affect stress selection and can give rise to time-dependent phenomena, which will not be addressed here.
A stress selection rule can be extracted from the constitutive Eq. 2. Suppose that a stationary banded structure exists (as depicted in Fig. 1, left figure) . Let Σ stat be the constant stress that is attained throughout the gap (in a two-plate geometry) in the stationary state,
When, in the stationary state, the shear rate within the interior of the two bands is spatially constant, we have
provided that the shear rate is a monotonic function of position. Here, + Á þ and + Á À are the shear rates in the high shear-rate and low shear-rate band, respectively, whereas y + and y − are positions within the two corresponding bands. Integration of Eq. 5 thus leads to
This is the stress-selection rule within the minimal model (Dhont 1999; Olmsted and Lu 1999a; Lu et al. 2000) . The system will select a stress Σ stat in the stationary state such that it satisfies Eq. 7. Had the shear-curvature viscosity been independent of the shear rate, then this stress-selection rule would have implied an equal-area Maxwell construction. According to Eq. 4, however, the shear-curvature viscosity is shear-rate dependent, which shifts the selected stress to somewhat lower values as compared to the equal-area stress, as depicted in Fig. 2 . The shear-curvature viscosity is only relevant within the interface, except for small-scale flow geometries with a size comparable to the interface width (an example of this will be discussed later in this section). The selected stress thus depends to some extent on interfacial properties. Hence, there is no quantity that depends only on the bulk properties of the two bands, like a "chemical potential," that sets the selected stress.
Suppose that the solid line in Fig. 3 is the stationary solution of the Navier-Stokes equation (1, 2) for the banded flow profile for one particular applied shear rate. A whole set of solutions, each corresponding to a given applied shear rate, can then be constructed by simply shifting the interface to the right for a lower applied shear rate or to the left for a higher shear rate (see, for example, the dotted line in Fig. 3 ). Note that this implies that, within the present minimal model, the shear rates g AE Á within the two bands are independent of the applied shear rate. Together with Eq. 7, this explains the often observed stress plateau within the banding region. Note that it also follows from this consideration that the relative portions of the bands as a function of the applied shear rate obey a lever rule. Such a lever rule and/or the independence of the shear rates within the two bands on the applied shear rate is confirmed experimentally in, for example, Berret et al. (1997) , , Salmon et al. (2003a) , Liberato et al. (2006) , Cappelaere et al. (1997) , Porte et al. (1997) , and by computer simulations (van den Noort and Briels 2007).
The system has the freedom to select its stress when the shear rate is controlled during an experiment. When the stress is controlled and the applied stress is different from Σ stat as given in Eq. 7, no true shear banding can occur. When the shear rate is constant within the bands, the stress must be equal to Σ stat . Hence, shear banding cannot occur in a stress-controlled experiment. There are now two possible scenarios: (1) the flow profile always has a uniform shear rate, which, with increasing stress, jumps from its maximum to the stable branch at higher shear rate (and similarly for decreasing stress) or (2) a flow profile exists which is neither a banded state nor a state where the shear rate is homogeneous but rather a flow profile where the shear rate varies throughout the entire gap of the cell. "Bottom and top jumps" under controlled stress conditions are observed in, for example, micellar systems (Yesilata et al. 2006; Cappelaere et al. 1997; see also Fig. 3 in Lerouge et al. 2000) , probably in a colloidal crystalline system stat Σ σ . γ Fig. 2 The "van der Waals loop-like" behaviour of the standard shear stress σ, that is, the stress of the homogeneously sheared system, before banding occurred, as a function of the shear rate + Á . The dashed horizontal line marks the selected stress in the stationary state under controlled shear-rate conditions according to the "modified" equalarea Maxwell construction (7). The horizontal arrows correspond to bottom and top jumps that are observed under controlled-stress conditions when the imposed stress is not equal to the modified equal-area stress (Chen et al. 1992) , in supra-molecular polymer solutions (van der Gucht et al. 2006) , and in dispersions of clay particles (ten Brinke et al. 2007 ). The top jumps in Cappelaere et al. (1997) , however, can also be due to a shear-induced phase transition. The jumps are indicated in Fig. 2 by the horizontal arrows. There are, however, experiments where banding is seen also under controlled stress conditions. As will be discussed in "Coupling to concentration," strong coupling of concentration to stress can lead to banded states also under controlled stress conditions.
The question now is under which conditions a linear flow profile will be unstable. To answer this question, we perform a linear stability analysis on the Navier-Stokes Eq. 1. Let + Á 0 denote the applied shear rate. The "natural" flow profile in a two-plate geometry would be one where the velocity u is equal to + Á 0 y, where y is again the distance from the lower, stationary plate. Consider a flow profile where this natural velocity is perturbed, that is, u y; t ð Þ ¼ + Á 0 y þ δu y; t ð Þ, where δu(y,t) is the small perturbation. Substitution into Eqs. 1 and 2 and linearization with respect to δu, assuming stick-boundary conditions, readily leads to du y; t ð Þ ¼ X 1 n¼1 a n sin k n y f gexp À0 n k 2 n t
where the coefficients a n are determined by the initial form of the perturbation, the wave vectors k n ¼ n:=L (with L the gapwidth and n=1, 2,...), and
Clearly, the natural, linear flow profile is unstable when
for n=1 (and possibly n>1). In case the right hand-side of Eq. 10 is very small, this complies with experimental findings that banding occurs when the slope of the standard stress σ (which is the stress of the homogeneously sheared system) versus the applied shear rate is negative [this is found experimentally for worm-like micelles Fischer and Callaghan 2001; Salmon et al. 2003a ), polycrystalline colloids (Imhof et al. 1994; von Hünerbein et al. 1996; Palberg and Würth 1996) , micellar cubic crystals (Eiser et al. 2000a, b) , and most probably this scenario also applies for semi-dilute polyacrylamide solutions (Callaghan and Gil 2000; Britton and Callaghan 1997a) ]. The shearrate range where the homogeneously sheared system is unstable is marked by the two points • in Fig. 2 . According to Eqs. 3 and 10, these two points are not exactly located on the maximum and minimum of the van der Waals loop. Note that, when the gap width L is smaller than the "critical gap width" (with min y 0 Á referring to the minimum value for shear rates
so that the inequality in Eq. 10 is never satisfied for n=1, the natural, linear flow profile is always stable. In that case, "the smallest unstable wavelength does not fit into the gap," and one would be able to measure the entire van der Waals loop as sketched in Fig. 2 without having to worry about ongoing banding. For small values of the shear-curvature viscosity, the corresponding gap width will probably be too small for the realization of such a shear cell. Numerical integration of the equation of motion (Eqs. 1 and 2) under controlled shear-rate conditions, where the applied shear rate + Á 0 is fixed, indeed leads to regions (the "bands") where the shear rate is constant, as shown in follow the simplest possible forms that agree with conditions 3 and 4:
with η 0 =20 Pa s as the zero-shear viscosity, h 1 ¼ 1 Pa s the infinite-shear viscosity, and β=0.05 s 2 is the parameter that sets the shear-thinning region. Furthermore, the zeroshear curvature viscosity κ 0 L 2 ¼ 1:710 À3 N s m À2 is chosen such that the gap width is ten times larger than the critical gap width in Eq. 11. As can be seen from Fig. 4 (right column of plots), two different initial conditions lead to two different stationary-banded structures in case of a two-plate geometry. Clearly, for a two-plate geometry, any combination of bands and interfaces solves the Navier-Stokes equation. For a Couette geometry, however, the interfaces merge, as can be seen from the left column of Fig. 4 . The ratio a=L/R i of the gap width L over the radius R i of the inner cylinder here is chosen equal to 1/10. The natural curvature of flow lines in a Couette geometry drives all the interfaces that are formed during the initial stages of banding together, leading to a well-defined, unique stationary banded state with just two bands and a single interface. The flow profiles in the two bands are the "natural profiles" for a Couette geometry, with a slight increase of the local shear rate toward the inner cylinder. Merging of the various interfaces is faster when the parameter α is larger, that is, when gradients in the local shear rate for the natural flow profile are larger.
During the initial stages of banding, it follows from Eqs. 8 and 9) that the growth rate Γ n of a sinusoidal velocity variation with a wavelength 1 n ¼ 2π=k n is given by
The sinusoidal component of the velocity profile that grows fastest therefore corresponds to the wave vector:
As can be seen from Fig. 4 , there is indeed a welldefined wavelength 1 n;max ¼ 2: k n;max that grows fastest, independent of the initial condition. Note that when it is possible to measure the fastest growing wavelength, this would be a means to measure the shear-curvature viscosity (provided that elastic stresses can be neglected during band formation). The shear-curvature contribution in Eq. 2 to the stress prevents very small wavelengths to grow in time. Velocity variations with a wave vector larger than the critical wave vector k n;crit ¼ ffiffi ffi 2 p k n; max decay instead of grow. The initial growth scenario, within the simplifications L, with u the actual flow velocity, γ Á 0 the applied overall shear rate, y the distance from the stationary outer cylinder and the stationary lower plate for the two geometries, respectively, and L is the gap width. The inner cylinder is rotating anti-clockwise. The upper figure gives the two randomly generated initial flow profiles. The lower figures are velocity profiles for various times in terms of the dimensionless time C ¼ tη 0 =ρ m L 2 . For the Couette geometry, the ratio of the gap width to the radius of the inner cylinder is taken equal to 1/10 involved in the minimal model, is formally very similar to the Cahn-Hilliard theory for gas-liquid demixing. The few experiments that report on the kinetics of gradient banding do not see this "Cahn-Hilliard" type of scenario (Hu and Lips 2005; Radulescu et al. 2003) . The time interval over which the initial band-formation stage extends might be too short, elastic stresses could play an important role, and/or coupling to concentration may affect band-formation kinetics. Elasticity and coupling of stress to concentration can give rise to an initial maximum growth rate that is essentially constant within a considerable wave-vector range, so that there is not a single wave vector that grows most fast (Fielding and Olmsted 2003a, b) . A non-Cahn-Hilliard-like demixing scenario is predicted for a Johnson-Segalman fluid, without the shear-curvature contribution, when the interface is treated as a point of discontinuity between the bands (Georgiou and Vlassopoulos 1998) . Within the same Johnson-Segalman approach, Radulescu et al. (1999) and Olmsted et al. (2000) investigate the effects of a stress diffusion contribution on predicted stationary states.
A numerical value for the shear-curvature viscosity for a micellar system has been determined in Masselon et al. (2008) from stationary velocity profile measurements in a straight microchannel. The linear extent of the channel is so small that the higher order gradient contribution to the stress in Eq. 2 is important in relatively large regions within the channel. Velocity profiles could be accurately described with the constitutive relation (2) with a single, shear-rate independent value of κ=2.1 10 −10 N s for the shearcurvature viscosity. The shear-rate range probed by these experiments lies probably within the range where κ is not yet shear thinning. Numerical values for the stress diffusion coefficient have been obtained experimentally for a wormlike micellar system in Radulescu et al. (2003) from the kinetics of band formation. In this case, it is probably essential to account for elastic contributions to the stress.
In analogy with the thermodynamic theory of phase separation (in the absence of flow), one can define gradient shear-banding spinodals and binodals. Spinodal-banding points can be defined as the shear rates where the natural flow profile becomes unstable. These are the points • in Fig. 2 , which can be calculated from Eq. 10. Binodal-banding points are the shear rates of the two coexisting bands. These are the points • in Fig. 2 , which can be obtained from the modified equal area construction in Eq. 7. In the "meta-stable region," between the spinodal and binodal points, the natural flow profile can persist for some time. The true stationary state, however, is a banded state. The analog between thermodynamic and banding spinodals and binodals has been inferred experimentally in Berret and Porte (1999) .
In case of (thermodynamic) phase separation from the meta-stable region, there is an energy barrier to be overcome by thermal fluctuations to create nuclei that initiate phase separation. In the present case of gradient banding, it is not clear whether such an energy barrier can be defined. The analogy between gradient banding and phase separation could be established in terms of the probability that events occur that initiate banding or phase separation. In case of banding, one would have to consider the probability distribution of waiting times to find a velocity profile with a sufficiently large amplitude and spatial extent to initiate banding.
The numerical solution of the above phenomenological equations of motion of stationary banded profiles in a wideangle cone-plate geometry, with the appropriate boundary conditions to account for the free fluid-air interface, have not been considered yet. Such calculations might explain the complicated flow profile that has been found in Britton and Callaghan (1997a) .
Phase diagrams, where transition lines relate to banding transitions (not to thermodynamically driven transitions), have been constructed in Olmsted (1999b) , without solving equations of motion. Both gradient and vorticity banding under controlled stress and controlled shear-rate conditions are considered, including coupling to concentration.
The microscopic origin of strong shear thinning
The van der Waals loop in Fig. 2 requires a very strong shear-thinning behaviour, such that s g
decreases with increasing shear rate g Á . Such a strong shear thinning behaviour can have different microscopic origins, depending on the type of system under consideration. In some cases, strong shear thinning can be connected to the vicinity of a phase-transition line. To be explicit, we will discuss this phenomenon in terms of the isotropicnematic phase transition for rod-like colloids. A sketch of an experimental non-equilibrium phase diagram in the shear-rate versus concentration plane of rod-like colloids is given in Fig. 5a . The binodal marks the concentrations of coexisting paranematic and sheared nematic states (a "paranematic state" is a sheared isotropic state, that is, a state that would be isotropic in the absence of flow). The spinodal at higher concentration marks the points where the paranematic state becomes unstable against the nematic state on increasing the concentration. At the lower spinodal line, the nematic state becomes unstable against the paranematic state upon decrease of the concentration. The binodal and spinodals refer here to the thermodynamically driven isotropic-nematic phase transition, as modified by shear flow, and not to the earlier defined binodal and spinodal points related to gradient banding. On the spinodals, the collective rotational diffusion coefficient is zero and changes sign (Tao et al. 2006 ). Rotational diffusion is, therefore, very slow close to these spinodals. The circle in Fig. 5a marks the region where critical slowing down of rotational diffusion is effective. On increasing the shear rate at the concentration "A" in Fig. 5a , such that the influence of critical slowing down on passing the critical point is effective, rotational Brownian motion no longer counter balances shear alignment. Thus, a small increase of the shear rate when entering the circle leads to a considerable increase in alignment and, thus, in a considerable decrease of the shear viscosity, possibly leading to a van der Waals loop. Gradient banding is thus expected within the shaded region marked "gradient banding" in Fig. 5a . This is how thermodynamics (modified by shear flow) couples to hydrodynamics. Whether gradient banding can occur within the two-phase region is yet an open question. At lower concentrations, such as concentration "B" in Fig. 5a , critical slowing down is not effective so that shear thinning is not strong enough to give rise to a van der Waals loop in the stress, as sketched in Fig. 5b . Doi-Edwards type of calculations (with an accurate closure for higher order moments of the orientation) indicate that the van der Waals loop for rigid rods with hard-core interactions is not very pronounced, so that gradient banding in such systems is probably not significant (Dhont and Briels 2003a; Olmsted and Lu 1999b) . The van der Waals loop corresponding to the concentration "A" in Fig. 5a is sketched in Fig. 5b . Vorticity banding occurs within the lower shaded region in Fig. 5a , which will be discussed in "Vorticity banding."
Theory on the behaviour of rod-like molecules, which (at least in part) describe the phase behaviour under shear-flow conditions, can be found in Olmsted and Goldbart (1992) and Dhont and Briels (2006) . In Lenstra and Dhont (2001) and Grizzuti and Maffetone (2003) , the location of the isotropic-nematic phase transition lines of liquid crystalline suspensions of fd virus and hydroxypropylcellulose in water have been studied by means of birefringence and rheology, respectively.
Pronounced van der Waals loops are found experimentally in worm-like micellar systems. As has been shown in computer simulations (Briels et al. 2004) , two entangled, linear worms under sufficient tension can merge to form a longer worm. The typical configurations that two entangled worms undergo during the formation of a single, longer worm are sketched in Fig. 6 immediately splits into two Y junctions. In a later stage, the Y junctions move to the four end points to annihilate with two of the four high free-energy end caps. The resulting decrease of the number of entanglements gives rise to a decrease of the shear stress. In addition, the merging process might lead to a stronger alignment of the micelles along the flow direction, which also leads to a decrease of the shear stress with increasing shear rate, just as for rodlike colloids. If such an increase of alignment occurs, then the probability for merging of two end caps increases and leads to even more extended micelles. This may give rise to additional shear thinning. As the number of entanglements decreases with increasing shear rate, the above-described entanglement-merging process becomes ineffective at high shear rates. From then on the stress increases again with increasing shear rate. In addition, at higher shear rates the worms might be disrupted by shear forces leading to shorter worms. The length distribution of cylindrical micelles as a function of shear rate has not been studied experimentally. The experiments in Berret et al. (2001) and Münch et al. (1993) indicate that the worm length in solutions near the overlap concentration indeed increases with increasing shear rate. For the worm-like micellar system studied in Fischer and Callaghan (2001) , there are indications that the microstructural order of the high shear-rate branch does not comply with a highly ordered nematic state. A possible explanation could be that worms are disrupted by strong flow or that tumbling of individual rod-like micelles leads to additional entanglements, resulting in a quasi-isotropic structure that supports a high stress.
The above discussed shear-thinning of worm-like micellar systems can be enhanced through the same mechanism as discussed for colloidal rods due to critical slowing down of orientational diffusion. The critical point can be connected to a shear-induced phase transition. In this case, discontinuous shear thinning can occur at sufficiently high shear rates. Examples of shear-induced transitions are the shear-induced isotropic-nematic transition in a thermotropic liquid-crystalline polymer (Mather et al. 1997 ) and worm-like micelles Schmitt et al. 1994) . Apparently, such a discontinuous shear-thinning behaviour has not been connected to the occurrence of gradient banding.
Many of the above-described ingredients for shear thinning can be quantitatively accounted for by modifying the reptation model of entangled polymer dynamics to include breakage and recombination of polymer chains (Spenley et al. 1993; Cates et al. 1993 ). An overview of the existing theories and experiments on polymers and surfactant systems under flow is given in Olmsted (1999a) , and the rheological behaviour of micellar systems, including banding transitions, is extensively discussed in Cates and Fielding (2006) . The latter reference discusses several constitutive models to describe the sometimes complex banding phenomena in micellar systems, including temporal oscillations and chaos, as well as the role of structural memory effects.
Entanglements play an important role also in polymer systems, where, contrary to micellar systems, scission and recombination are absent. To the best of our knowledge, one of the first theories for polymers that explains a van der Waals type of behaviour of the stress as a function of shear rate was proposed in McLeish and Ball (1986) . The strong shear-thinning behaviour is due to shear-induced disentanglement. No shear-curvature (or stress-diffusion) contribution has been considered here, so that stationary states required the investigation of the stability of infinitely sharp interfaces between the bands (McLeish 1987) . A generalized Giesekus constitutive equation that incorporates nonaffine deformation of polymer chains predicts a severe shear-thinning behaviour leading to gradient banding (Vlassopoulos and Hatzikiriakos 1995) . Here, the nonaffine deformation is due to "chain slip," leading to limited transmission of chain tension to its surroundings. The behaviour of polymer entanglements under flow conditions has very recently been described in Wang et al. (2007) .
Entanglements in star-like polymers (or "resin particles"), consisting of a small hard core and a corona of polymer arms, lead to gradient shear banding as well. Recent computer simulations reveal the entanglement mechanism that underlies shear banding and the banding features of these systems (van den Noort and Briels). As the coronas encompass many degrees of freedom, which relax equally slow as the typical time scale on which the hard cores move, it is only feasible to perform simulations when an appropriate coarse graining can be devised. Important for the viscoelastic behaviour is the number of entanglements and their response to external stress. In a coarse-grained description, the number of entanglements n ij of two overlapping coronas of particles i and j characterizes the state of those coronas (van den ). The interparticle force F st ij due to overlapping coronas is taken equal to
with α as a positive constant that characterizes the strength of entanglements and n 0 (r ij ) the number of entanglements of the two coronas when they are in equilibrium, given the distance r ij between the centers of the two particles. This choice has the advantage that the potential energy connected to the entanglements is given by a quadratic form 1 2 a n r ij À Á À n 0 r ij À Á Â Ã 2 , which leaves the distribution of particle positions unaffected. This makes it possible to tune thermodynamics and viscoelastic behaviour independently.
The equation of motion for the number of stickers is simply taken equal to
where F is a thermal force necessary to keep the temperature in the system constant. The relaxation time C is reminiscent of the entanglement time in polymer networks. The two parameters α and C in this model are supplemented by the radius R of the core of the star polymers, for which an excluded interaction is assumed. The behaviour of two overlapping coronas is depicted in Fig. 7 . Two coronas in equilibrium at short distance (Fig. 7a) are instantaneously displaced to a larger core-to-core separation (Fig. 7b ). After the instantaneous displacement, the number of entanglements is the same as before the displacement. According to Eq. 15, this leads to an attractive entanglement force between the particles. Figure 7c and d shows the relaxation of the number of entanglements to the new equilibrium value according to Eq. 16, which is accompanied with a decrease of the entanglement forces between the particles. When two particles approach each other, there is a repulsive entanglement force. These time-dependent forces determine, to a large extent, the flow behaviour but essentially do not affect the thermodynamic properties of the system. The reason for strong shear thinning is that the coronas do not have time to develop entanglements when the shear rate is sufficiently large, such that + Á C > 1. Such a shear-induced reduction of interaction forces leads to gradient banding. Typical banded flow profiles are shown in Fig. 8 . As can be seen, the shear rates are independent of the applied, overall shear rate, as predicted by the minimal model discussed in "A minimal model: stress selection and banding kinetics." However, the concentration found in the two bands is different, as can be seen from Fig. 9 . Despite the observed coupling to concentration, the stress selection rule and the lever rule seem to follow the predictions from the minimal model. Star polymers have experimentally been seen to shear-band just below the glass-/gel-transition points, where the shear rate within the low shear-rate band is nonzero (Holmes et al. 2004 and unpublished results of Dimitris Vlassopoulos and Jan Dhont, where bands have been found by means of heterodyne light scattering). It is very well feasible but still unexplored that, above the glass-/gel-transition point, one band is an elastic solid with zero shear rate, where the elastic stress balances the shear stress of the flowing band. The microstructural and viscoelastic properties of these star polymers and their glass/gel behaviour are described in Vlassopoulos et al. (1997) , Stiakakis et al. (2002) , and Vlassopoulos et al. (2001) . Strong shear thinning, giving rise to a van der Waals loop-like behaviour of the shear stress as a function of shear rate, has also been observed in transient networks where particles are dynamically connected to each other by telechelic polymers that act as bridging "stickers." The network consists of oil-in-water microemulsion droplets, bridged by hydrophobically end-modified water soluble polymers. The origin of the very strong shear-thinning behaviour of these networks is attributed to the shearinduced reduction of the residence time of the sticker polymer in a microemulsion droplet (Michel et al. 2001) . The above-mentioned coarse model for star polymers could probably be applied also to gain in understanding on these transient networks. There are experimental indications, however, that fracture of these networks can occur at the wall of the shear cell .
A scenario that leads to gradient banding because of aggregation at a wall is described theoretically in Ajdari (1998) . Here, the aggregated phase does not flow, and shear flow is assumed to peel off aggregated material at the Fig. 7 a Two star polymers (or resin particles) at small core-tocore separation, where the polymer coronas are in equilibrium. b Overlapping coronas after an instantaneous displacement to a larger core-to-core separation. c and d The relaxation of the coronas to their new equilibrium state. Taken from van den Noort and Briels aggregate-fluid interface. A one-dimensional model, with an empirical equation of motion for the interface location (that includes adsorption and peeling off), predicts stress jumps under controlled shear-rate conditions and shear-rate jumps under controlled stress conditions. It is not clear to which extent such a wall-induced aggregation mechanism plays a role in the experiments where banding is reported.
Coupling to concentration
The most serious omission in the minimal model discussed in "A minimal model: stress selection and banding kinetics" is the neglect of the concentration dependence of the shear viscosity (or any other degree of freedom that strongly couples to the stress, like orientational order in systems of an-isometric particles).
Such a "coupling to concentration" can have the consequence that gradient banding also occurs under controlled stress conditions. The possibility to vary the concentration within the two bands and the interface gives an extra degree of freedom for stress selection. Instead of the stress selection rule in Eq. 7, we now have, with ρ(y) the local concentration
where, as before, y + and y − are positions within the high shear-rate and low shear-rate band, respectively. Due to the concentration entering the shear viscosity (and possibly the shear-curvature viscosity), it is not possible to rewrite this stress selection rule in terms of an integral with respect to shear rate as in Eq. 7 for the minimal model. Clearly, for each different concentration profile, there is a different stationary stress. Hence, the system can, in principle, adjust its concentration profile in such a way that the stationary stress Σ stat is equal to the applied stress in a stresscontrolled experiment. This explains the experimentally observed gradient banding under controlled stress conditions in Berret et al. (1998) , Hu and Lips (2005) , Eiser et al. (2000b) , Lerouge et al. (2006) , Cappelaere et al. (1997) , and possibly in Roux et al. (1993) . To fully describe the gradient-banding transition, including coupling to concentration and possibly orientational order, the Navier-Stokes equation must be complemented with appropriate diffusion equations. Banding of systems consisting of rod-like particles, including both coupling to concentration and orientational order, is discussed in Lu (1997, 1999b) . If concentration coupling is important, the stress of the stationary banded state is not strictly independent of the applied shear rate as for the minimal model. This can be easily understood as follows. Suppose that the profile with the lower applied shear rate in Fig. 3 solves the Navier-Stokes equation and the coupled mass-diffusion equation. If the concentration within the two bands differ, the flow profile for an elevated applied shear rate is now not obtained by a mere translation of the interface. As the total mass is conserved and the relative amount of the two bands changes, mass has to redistribute over the two bands. The concentration within the two bands is therefore depending on the applied shear rate. As the stress depends both on concentration and on shear rate, this affects the shear rates + Á AE within the two bands. The shear rates in the bands are therefore depending on the applied shear rate, which renders the stationary stress Σ stat in the banded state also dependent on the applied shear rate (Olmsted 1999b; Olmsted and Lu 1999b) . This explains the sometimes Fig. 9 The concentration of star polymers within the gap of the shear cell. Here, α=5.1 k B T and τ=20 s. Taken from van den Noort and Briels Fig. 8 Banded flow profiles found from coarse-grained simulations on star polymers for various overall shear rates as indicated in the inset in units of s −1 . The range of the thermodynamic forces is about 100 nm. Furthermore, α=5.1 k B T and τ=20 s. Taken from van den Noort and Briels observed "tilted stress plateau" (Berret et al. 1998; Hu and Lips 2005; van der Gucht et al. 2006; Lerouge et al. 2000 Lerouge et al. , 2006 Cappelaere et al. 1997; . Coupling to concentration has been discussed, within particulate models, in Olmsted and Lu (1999a, b) and Fielding and Olmsted (2003c) . These models confirm that gradient banding is possible under controlled-stress conditions and predict a "positively sloped stress plateau." The situation is different when the stress couples to a nonconserved order parameter like orientational order, in which case no tilted stress plateau is expected.
A linear stability analysis of the coupled diffusion and Navier-Stokes equations has been performed by Schmitt et al. (1995) . This analysis shows that coupling to concentration can lead to the initial formation of flow, banded in the gradient direction, even when dσð+ 0
To analyze the effect of coupling to concentration on the initial instability of the flow, Fick's diffusion equation is first generalized to include driving forces for mass transport due to gradients in the shear rate. For small gradients in concentration, the mass flux j can be written as j ¼ >u À M rμ, with ρ the concentration, u the flow velocity, µ the chemical potential, and M a positive transport coefficient. The chemical potential is a function of density and local shear rate: μ μð+ Á ; ρÞ. In principle, such a shear-rate-dependent chemical potential is ill defined, as shear flow is a nonconservative external field (it is explicitly shown by computer simulations in Butler and Harrowell 2002 that coexistence between crystals and fluid in flow cannot be described by means of a chemical potential). One possible way, however, to formally define a shear-rate-dependent chemical potential is to substitute shear-rate dependent order parameters into a known expression for the chemical potential. For example, in an expression for the chemical potential for rod-like colloids, one can simply substitute the shear-rate-dependent orientational order parameter, where its shear-rate dependence is obtained from independent equations of motion. It is not known how accurate such descriptions are. Assuming a shear-rate-dependent chemical potential, the mass flux is, thus, formally written as
As before, the fluid flow velocity is assumed to be in the x direction. Only the magnitude of the velocity is allowed to vary, not its direction. Moreover, its magnitude is assumed to vary only in the gradient direction (the y direction). Variations in the vorticity direction need not be considered, as the interest here is in instabilities extending along the gradient direction. Hence, the component u of the velocity in the x direction is written, as before, as u y; t ð Þ ¼ + Á 0 y þ δu y; t ð Þ, where + Á 0 is the applied shear rate. Similarly, the density is assumed to vary only along the gradient direction: r y; t ð Þ ¼ r 0 þ dr y; t ð Þ, with ρ 0 as the constant, initial concentration. Substitution of these expressions for the velocity and concentration into the expression for the flux and linearization with respect to δu and δρ leads to the diffusion equation:
where it used the local shear rate equal to + Á ¼ @u y; t ð Þ=@y. Furthermore,
is Fick's diffusion coefficient. As the interest here is only in variations in the y direction of the flow component u in the x direction, the only component of the stress tensor Σ that contributes is σ≡Σ yx (apart from an irrelevant contribution Σ xx ). Here, we assume that the shear stress is given by the standard stress σ, which is now not just a function of the local shear rate + Á ¼ @u y; t ð Þ=@y, as in the minimal model, but also of the concentration. To leading order in d g Á and δρ, the deviation of the stress tensor from its initial value is thus given by
where the indices "0" refer to the homogeneously sheared system before banding occurred. The linearized Navier-Stokes equation thus reads (as before, ρ m is the mass density of the fluid):
Equations 19 and 22 were derived in a somewhat more general setting in Schmitt et al. (1995) . Here, we restrict ourselves to variations extending along the y direction only.
Disregarding the finite extent of the shear-cell gap width, the analysis for stability of variations along the gradient direction can be performed by substitution of
where δu 0 and δρ 0 are the initial amplitudes of the variations of the velocity and concentration, respectively. Clearly, both the density and velocity are unstable when Γ<0. A finite gap width would require to write these variations as a sine/cosine-series with quantized wave vectors, as was done in the section on the minimal model. This is a technicality that would unnecessarily complicate the analysis in the present case. Substitution of Eq. 23 into Eqs. 19 and 22) gives
Eliminating δρ 0 from the second equation gives a second order equation for Γ:
It follows from this result that Γ is negative when (Schmitt et al. 1995 
When there is no coupling to concentration, that is, when @σð+ Á 0 ; ρ 0 Þ=@ρ 0 ¼ 0, this implies an instability either when (1) D < 0 and @σð+ Á 0 ; ρ 0 Þ @ + Á 0 > 0 or (2) D > 0 and @σð+ Á 0 ; ρ 0 Þ=@ + Á 0 < 0. Case 1 corresponds to a spinodal instability leading to phase separation driven by thermodynamic forces, and case 2 corresponds to the mechanical gradient-banding instability that was found within the minimal model discussed before. When there is coupling to concentration, that is, when @σð+ Á 0 ; ρ 0 Þ=@ρ 0 6 ¼ 0, there can be an instability, although D and @σð+ Á 0 ; ρ 0 Þ=@ + Á 0 are positive. This is an instability that is purely driven by coupling with concentration and is absent within the minimal model. The intuitive explanation of the instability in this case is as follows. When @μð+ Á 0 ; ρ 0 Þ=@ + Á 0 > 0, there will be mass transport in the direction of lower shear rates (see Eq. 18). Gradients in shear rate can be either due to fluctuations of the flow velocity or due to the shear-cell geometry. In a Couette cell, mass will be transported to the outer cylinder. When in addition @σ + Á 0 ; ρ 0 À Á =@ρ 0 > 0, the shear rate near the outer cylinder to which mass is transported will decrease, as the system will try to regain mechanical equilibrium where the shear stress is constant throughout the gap. Such a decrease in shear rate will lead to larger spatial gradients in the shear rate and thus enhances mass transport towards the outer cylinder. This self-amplifying mechanism leads to a high concentration and low shear-rate region near the outer cylinder and a low concentration and high shear-rate region near the inner cylinder. The self-amplifying mechanism is counter balanced by diffusion and a possible strong decrease of the stress on decreasing the shear rate. Diffusion will drive the system back to the homogeneous state and thus counter balances mass transport to regions with lower local shear rates. If the stress strongly decreases with decreasing shear rate, that is, when @σ + Á 0 ; ρ 0 À Á =@ + Á 0 is positive and large, the decrease of the local shear rate in regaining mechanical equilibrium is small. This explains why the right-hand side in Eq. 26 (the driving force for the instability) should be larger than the left-hand side (the counter-balancing forces). When both derivatives on the right-hand side in Eq. 26 are negative, the same mechanism is at work, where now mass is transported to regions of higher shear rate.
It is not clear yet whether the above-mentioned selfamplifying mechanism, leading to an instability along the gradient direction for positive values of D and @σ + Á 0 ; ρ 0 À Á =@ + Á 0 indeed leads to a stationary gradientbanded state in the sense that regions (the "bands") exist within which the shear rate is essentially constant, independent of position. In any case, a stationary state is reached when gradients in concentration are sufficiently large so that Fickian diffusion counter balances the abovementioned driving force for mass transport connected to the shear-rate dependence of the chemical potential. In a gradient shear-banded state, such a balance is established within the interface. As the coupled diffusion equation and the Navier-Stokes equation constitute a nonlinear set of equations of motion, larger deviations from a homogeneously sheared state may stabilize the flow from further banding. To establish whether true shear-banded states are formed in the stationary state, the appropriate Navier-Stokes equation and diffusion equation should be solved numerically. To describe the stationary state, the Navier-Stokes equation must include the shear-curvature contribution to stabilize the system against the initial, rapid formation of large gradients in the flow velocity. When gradients in concentration are large, a similar higher order derivative in the concentration $ @ 4 ρ y; t ð Þ @y 4 should be added to the diffusion equation. Such a higher order derivative was first introduced by Cahn and Hilliard in their analysis of the initial stages of spinodal decomposition (in which case D is negative; Hilliard 1958, 1959 ; see also Dhont 1996) . The coefficient complying with this higher order derivative is commonly referred to as the Cahn-Hilliard square-gradient coefficient, which plays the same role as the shear-curvature viscosity in the sense that it stabilizes the system against rapid formation of very large spatial gradients. So far, no attempt has been made to analyze such a set of equations using a simple model for the concentration dependent shear stress and the shear-rate and concentration dependence of the chemical potential.
Other degrees of freedom that strongly couple to the shear viscosity can play a similar role as concentration. For example, for worm-like micelles and rod-like colloids, orientational order can be important (see "The microscopic origin of strong shear thinning"). Coupling to concentration and orientational order is discussed in Lu (1997, 1999b) . Figure 1b in these references illustrates graphically the above-mentioned additional freedom that allows for gradient banding also under controlled stress conditions when coupling is important. Coupling of flow to the nonconserved composition of a binary mixture, where one of the components only exists under flow conditions, is discussed in Goveas and Olmsted (2001) . Such a shearinduced new component that couples to the stress can lead to banding, depending on whether the stress or overall shear rate is controlled. In case of worm-like micelles, part of the high shear-rate branch, following the van der Waals loop, can be unstable due to coupling to the average worm length (Fielding and Olmsted 2004) . A similar self-amplifying effect as for concentration coupling discussed before may be responsible for such an instability. As now the high shear-rate band is in itself unstable, there is no stationary gradient-banded state. This leads to time-dependent flow profiles under stationary applied shear rates (Fielding and Olmsted 2004) .
Gradient banding of shear-thickening systems
Shear thickening can lead to a flow instability through a mechanism that is similar to that discussed in "Coupling to concentration." Suppose that the viscosity increases with increasing concentration. A local increase of concentration then leads to a local increase of the stress, which leads in turn to a decrease of the shear rate, as the system tends to restore mechanical stability. When migration occurs from regions of high shear rate to regions of low shear rate, this enhances the formation of an extending region of high concentration. Such a migration may be either due to (1) forces similar to those described in the previous subsection through the formal introduction of a shear-rate-dependent chemical potential or (2) by the hydrodynamically induced drift toward regions of lower shear rates for somewhat larger mesoscopic entities (see Frank et al. 2003 and references therein) . The stationary state is now either a coexistence between a thick, high concentration phase and a thinner, low concentration phase, or the thick phase fills the entire volume, resulting in a homogeneously sheared state.
Discontinuous shear thickening can occur under controlled shear-rate conditions when a new, viscous phase is induced by the flow. This can be understood as follows. When the overall shear rate is fixed to a value above the critical shear rate where the new phase is induced, the formation of a more viscous phase in part of the system will reduce the corresponding local shear rate, so that the shear rate in the remaining low viscosity phase increases to a value even further above the critical shear rate. This leads to the additional formation of even more high viscous material. Due to this feed-back mechanism, under controlled shear-rate conditions, there will be a jump in the stress. Under controlled stress conditions, however, there is no discontinuity, as the new phase will form up to an extent that the overall system stress matches the applied stress. The shear-thickening systems studied in Herle et al. (2005) , Porte et al. (1997) , Berret et al. (2002) , Boltenhage et al. (1997a, b) , and Hu et al. (1998a, b) probably exhibit this phenomenon. Hysteresis can occur upon decreasing the shear rate below the critical shear rate, where the highviscous phase is meta-stable.
Some systems that exhibit a discontinuous shear-thickening transition exhibit vorticity banding. A possible mechanism that explains this, related to normal stresses in the gradient direction, will be discussed in the section on "Vorticity banding."
The jump in shear stress under controlled shear-rate conditions as a result of the feedback mechanism discussed above can become a continuous change when a Couette cell is used with a sufficiently large gap width. Upon increasing the overall shear rate, the natural variation of the shear rate within the gap leads to the formation of the viscous phase first close to the rotating inner cylinder, when the corresponding local shear rate exceeds the critical shear rate above which the new phase is formed. On further increasing the overall shear rate, the shear rate further away from the rotating inner cylinder will also exceed the critical shear rate, and more viscous phase is formed. In this way, continuous shear thickening would be observed in a shearrate interval that depends on the gap width of the cell, which should become narrower with decreasing gap width. This scenario is probably at the origin of what has been observed in Berret et al. (2000) for dilute surfactant solutions. The intrinsic variation of the local shear rate in a wide-gap Couette cell may also play a role in determining the flow profiles discussed in Coussot et al. (2002) for various glassy materials (bentonite suspensions, mayon-naise, silica suspensions, and white cement), where the Couette gap was 4 cm with an inner-cylinder radius of 8 cm.
The structure of glasses and gels can be destroyed above the yield stress, which can lead to strong shear thinning. The flow curve would then have the form as sketched in Fig. 10a . Remember that the shear stress here is the stress of the homogeneously sheared system, where the shear rate is a constant throughout the system. In the banded state, one band is a non-flowing glassy or gel-like state that is elastically deformed to have the same shear stress as in the flowing band. Note that such elastic forces are not included in the minimal model discussed before. The assumption here is that no fracture or wall slip occurs. In high-density glassy systems, one can expect a strong coupling to concentration. A slight change of concentration of a liquid just below the glass transition results generally in a large change of the shear viscosity. As discussed in "Coupling to concentration" and at the beginning of the present subsection, such a coupling can lead to a flow instability along the gradient direction even in the absence of shear thinning. Coexistence of a nonflowing band with a flowing band is found in simulations on model glasses (Varnik et al. 2003) , in experiments on pastes (Coussot et al. 2002) where the flow profile is probed by means of magnetic resonance imaging and in synthetic clay dispersions (Pignon et al. 1996) where the flow profile is visualized by means of color marking and video imaging. Yielding materials do not always shear thin when they start to flow. Examples of this are suspensions of the micro-gel particles studied in Cloitre et al. (2003) .
Other mechanisms to explain (continuous or discontinuous) shear thickening observed for some worm-like micellar systems are proposed in Cates and Candau (2001) . When the end-cap energy of cylindrical micelles is large, a dynamically linked network of micellar rings can be formed in the absence of shear flow. Applying a shear rate larger than the inverse of the slowest relaxation time of the network leads to a considerable distortion, giving rise to a strong increase of the stress. The strong increase of the stress at small shear rates observed experimentally requires feedback that could originate in changes of the statistics of scission-linking kinetics, as discussed in Cates and Candau (2001) . The observed shear thickening of the worm-like micelles in Dehmoune et al. is attributed to the formation of stable Hstructured micelles (similar to the upper image in Fig. 6a ), which are found from simulations in Briels et al. (2004) .
The phenomenological theory proposed in Sollich et al. (1997 Sollich et al. ( , 1998 , aiming to describe the rheology of jammed systems, is extended in Head et al. (2001) to describe, among other phenomena, the shear-induced "jamming transition" leading to the discontinuity in the flow curve as depicted in Fig. 10b . A somewhat speculative modecoupling approach predicts shear-induced glass formation below concentrations where a glass at rest is formed (Holmes et al. 2003) . These theories do not include spatial variations of the flow velocity and therefore cannot describe banding transitions. For yielding systems, where the jamming transition is assumed to occur at rest and shear thins on flowing, as depicted in Fig. 10a , a phenomenological model is proposed in Picard et al. (2002) . Here, a "fluidity parameter" is introduced, which interpolates between an elastic solid and a viscous fluid. Coupled equations of motion for the fluidity parameter and stress predict yield, gradient banding under controlled shear rate conditions, oscillations, and bottom and top jumps in shear rate under controlled-stress conditions, where the glassy phase does not flow except within a small layer near the walls. c γ γ γ .
. Here, + Á c is the "critical shear rate" above which the viscous phase is formed
Vorticity banding
Vorticity banding has been observed in surfactant systems forming multi-lamellar vesicles (onions; Bonn et al. 1998; Wilkins and Olmsted 2006) , crystallizing colloids (Chen et al. 1992) , surfactant solutions (Fischer et al. 2002) , dispersions of semirigid, rod-like colloids (Dhont et al. 2003; Kang et al. 2006) , and nanotube suspensions where flow-induced, highly elastic clusters are formed (Lin-Gibson et al. 2004 ). It should be mentioned that the solidlike clusters in Lin-Gibson et al. (2004) align along the vorticity direction in a log-rolling state. We will come back to this point later in this section. The large-scale bundles found in Vermant et al. (1999) in sheared sterically stabilized colloids indicate vorticity banding in these systems. The bands that are stacked along the vorticity direction (as sketched in the right Fig. 1 ) are visible either due to differences in optical birefringence (like for the rodlike colloids in Dhont et al. 2003 and Kang et al. 2006 ) and the onions in Wilkins and Olmsted (2006) or turbidity (like the worm-like micelles in Fischer et al. 2002) . In some of these systems (Bonn et al. 1998; Chen et al. 1992 ), a van der Waals loop in the stress is found, so that it seems that both gradient and vorticity banding can occur.
It should be mentioned that band formation in this case is not related to a Taylor-Couette instability. The typical Taylor numbers in the above-mentioned experiments are much too small for Taylor banding to occur. In fact, Taylor banding has been detected for rod-like colloids (suspensions of fd-virus particles) for shear rates above 24 s −1 , which is much larger than the typical shear rates of (~0.2 s −1 ) where vorticity banding is seen (private communication with Kyongok Kang). Taylor banding has also been observed in suspensions of rod-like boehmite colloids at shear rates of the order of 100 s −1 (Lenstra 2001) .
Contrary to gradient banding, the mechanism that is at the origin of vorticity banding is less well understood. One approach to assess instabilities along the vorticity direction is to analyze an appropriate coupled diffusion equation and Navier-Stokes equation, similar to what has been done in "Coupling to concentration" for gradient banding. The additional stress tensor component that should now be taken into account is the vorticity-flow component σ zx of the stress tensor. The magnitude of the fluid flow velocity is now allowed to change along the vorticity direction as well, so that there is an additional shear rate + Á z @u y; z; t ð Þ=@z in the vorticity direction. Omitting all derivatives with respect to y in the two equations of motion, results in two possible instabilities along the vorticity direction. One instability occurs where D<0, in which case the density becomes unstable (Schmitt et al. 1995) . This is just a spinodal instability. The other instability occurs where @σ zx ð+ Á 0 ; + Á z;0 ρ 0 Þ=@ + Á z;0 ; < 0, in which case the flow velocity becomes unstable. This instability is reminiscent of a gradient-banding instability along the vorticity direction, where, however, the initial shear rate + Á z;0 along the vorticity direction is arbitrarily small. It is as yet unclear whether such an instability can occur and whether it will lead to a stationary vorticity-banded state.
When in a stationary vorticity banded state the shear rate is essentially constant throughout the system, independent of position, the two types of bands will generally support different shear stresses. As the internal microstructural order is different for the two types of bands, they have different shear stresses when subjected to the same shear rate. A necessary condition for the existence of a stationary vorticity banded state is then that the flow curve (of the homogeneously sheared system) is multi-valued (Olmsted 1999b; Olmsted and Lu 1999b; Goveas and Olmsted 2001) , as sketched in Fig. 11 . An example of a multi-valued flow curve is that of a suspension of rod-like colloids, where the upper branch is the flow curve for an otherwise isotropic phase and the lower branch is the flow curve for the nematic phase with the same concentration. A multi-valued flow curve, however, is not a sufficient condition for vorticity banding, as it cannot explain the instability that leads to the initial formation of vorticity bands.
A mechanism that might explain the origin of vorticity banding (at least for some systems) is related to normal stresses along the gradient direction (Kang et al. 2006 ), similar to the hoop stresses that are at the origin of the Weissenberg effect in polymer systems. The microscopic origin of the Weissenberg effect in polymer systems is as follows (Pakdel and McKinley 1996; Groisman and Steinberg 1998 ; similar elastic instabilities are discussed in Muller et al. 1989 , Larson et al. 1990 .
. γ app γ σ 2 σ Fig. 11 A necessary condition for the existence of a stationary vorticitybanded state in case the shear rate is the same everywhere, independent of position, is that the shear-stress is multi-valued at the applied shear rate. In the stationary banded state, there are two types of microstructural order, corresponding to the two types of bands that can sustain different shear stresses σ 1 and σ 2 for the applied shear rate + Á app 1992, and Shaqfeh 1996) . Consider a polymer chain in a flow with gradients in the shear rate, like in the gap of a Couette cell as sketched in Fig. 12a , where the lines indicate equidistant flow velocities. In regions where the shear rate is relatively large, the polymer chain will be elastically stretched to a larger extent as compared to regions where the shear rate is small. This non-uniform elastic stretching of the chain is indicated by the dots on the polymer chain in Fig. 12a , which would be equidistant in the absence of flow. Averaging over many polymer chains, the non-uniform stretching of polymers gives rise to normal stresses directed toward the rotating inner cylinder. When these so-called hoop stresses are sufficiently large, they can give rise to a flow directed toward the inner cylinder. When the flowing fluid reaches the wall of the inner cylinder, the fluid will either turn up or down the wall. In the stationary state, this gives rise to bands that are in internal rolling motion, as sketched in Fig. 12b . This rolling flow is superimposed on the applied shear flow. Close to the meniscus, the flow toward the inner cylinder leads to an uprise of the meniscus, up to the inner cylinder, which is referred to as the "rod-climbing effect" (where "rod" refers to the inner cylinder). Such a rolling flow within the bands is also observed in case of vorticity banding in suspensions of rod-like colloids (solutions of fd-virus particles; Kang et al. 2006) . The region where vorticity banding is found in these suspensions is indicated in Fig. 5 and lies entirely within the isotropic-nematic two-phase region. At a given concentration, vorticity banding is found above a "lower border shear rate" + l Á and below an "upper border shear rate" + u Á , that is, banding occurs within a shear rate interval ð+ Á l ; + Á u Þ. After a shear-rate quench into the vorticity-banding region, phase separation occurs, where inhomogeneities are formed. The idea is now that, instead of the polymer chains, the inhomogeneities that are formed during the initial stages of phase separation are nonuniformly stretched, as sketched in Fig. 12c . For the same reason as in the classic Weissenberg effect for polymers, the non-uniform elastic deformation of the inhomogeneities gives rise to hoop stresses that can be large enough to give rise to rolling flow. In addition, nonelastic normal forces could be produced by the inhomogeneities that contribute to the banding instability. Vorticity banding is then "the Weissenberg effect, where the role of polymer chains is played by inhomogeneities." That the mechanical properties of the inhomogeneities formed by initial phase separation in the rod-like colloidal system are at the origin of the banding instability is experimentally evidenced by (1) banding only occurs within the paranematic-nematic two-phase region, (2) banding kinetics is different whether inhomogeneities form an interconnected structure or whether the inhomogeneities are disconnected at the moment that banding sets in, and (3) banding ceases to occur at the top of the suspension as soon as the inhomogeneities disappear due to sedimentation (Dhont et al. 2003; Kang et al. 2006) .
To minimize dissipation, a system subjected to simple shear flow will adapt its microstructural order along the gradient direction such that body forces B y in that direction vanish (the index y is used to indicate that these forces act along the gradient direction). In the present case, the internal structure of shallow inhomogeneities will be able to adjust to the flow such that B y remains zero. When inhomogeneities become pronounced, however, such an adjustment of internal structure may not be possible anymore, resulting in a nonzero body force, leading to flow along the gradient direction. Consider a small increase of the amplitude of inhomogeneities. We ask for the amplitude of inhomogeneities under which such a change leads to flow in the gradient direction. Within the "Weissenberg scenario for vorticity banding," a nonzero a b c Fig. 12 a A polymer chain that is nonuniformly elastically stretched in a flow with gradients in shear rate. The lines indicate equidistant flow velocities in a Couette geometry. The dots on the polymer chain are used to indicate the nonuniform stretching. Without flow, these dots would be equidistant. b Rolling flow within bands. c Nonuniform elastic stretching of inhomogeneities that can lead to the same rolling flow and accompanied vorticity-band formation as for the Weissenberg effect in polymer systems flow velocity u y along the y direction (the gradient direction) initiates vorticity banding. As the discrete nature of the inhomogeneities along the flow direction is relatively unimportant, the gradient-component of the Navier-Stokes equation reads:
where u z is the flow velocity in the z direction (the vorticity direction). Let δu y denote the small change of u y due to a change of the amplitude of inhomogeneities and δB y the accompanied change of the body force. As u z =0 before banding occurs, linearization of the Navier-Stokes Eq. 27 leads to
The z dependence of both δu y and δB y is approximately sinusoidally~exp{ikz}, where 0 ¼ 2:=k is the typical distance between inhomogeneities (as sketched in Fig. 13a ). The y dependence of δu y and δB y is much more complicated and is related to the nonlinear deformation of the inhomogeneities along the gradient direction. Substitution of the forms δu y y; z; t ð Þ ¼ δu y y ð Þ exp ikz À *t f g ;
δB y y; z; t ð Þ ¼ δB y y ð Þ exp ikz À *t f g :
into Eq. 28 leads to Àρ m *δu y y ð Þ ¼ δB y y ð Þ:
Here, Γ>0 is the flow relaxation time in case no vorticity banding occurs, whereas Γ<0 is the initial "banding rate" when the system is unstable against vorticity banding.
A theoretical prediction for the behaviour of the body force B y for rod-like colloids can be based on the equations of motion for the density and orientational order parameter and the constitutive equation for inhomogeneous suspensions as derived in Briels (2002, 2003b) . Here, the body force is expressed in terms of integrals over the probability density ρ r; u; t ð Þfor the position r of a rod and its orientation specified by the unit vector b u. The constitutive equation derived in Dhont and Briels (2003b) contains three distinct contributions: There is a Brownian body force, a contribution due to rod-rod interactions and a contribution due to direct coupling of flow to microstructural order. The Brownian body force and the coupling contribution are linear in the probability density, whereas the interaction contributions to the body force are bilinear. The probability density is now written as
, where b r 0 and b r 1 are renormalized densities, where their prefactors A and δA specify their amplitude. The density b ρ 0 is supposed to lead to a zero body force in the gradient direction. We are looking for those amplitudes A, above which the probability density is not able anymore to adjust itself to the imposed shear rate/ stress such that the body force remains zero. Upon linearization of the above-mentioned contributions to the body force with respect to δA, the following possible contributions to δB y result. 
where the constant C 1 is linear in b ρ 1 and C 2 is bilinear in b ρ 0 and b ρ 1 , respectively. These constants are determined by the internal structural properties of the inhomogeneities. Without loss of generality, A and δA can be taken positive.
Suppose that δu y is negative, implying that the flow is directed toward the inner cylinder at positions where inhomogeneities are present and a "backflow" occurs in between the inhomogeneities, as sketched in Fig. 13a . From Eqs. 30 and 31, the following instability criterion for which Γ<0 is then found:
As no banding is expected when interactions are absent (in which case C 2 =0), the constant C 1 must be positive. Banding can thus occur when C 2 <0. The instability condition can thus be rewritten as
where C ¼ ÀC 1 =C 2 > 0. The corresponding stability diagram is given in Fig. 13b . The form ð+ Á CÞ 2 =½1 þ ð+ Á CÞ 4 has a single maximum at + Á t ¼ 1, with a maximum value of 1/2. Hence, when A<2C, there is no instability (see the lower curve in Fig. 13b , for which A=C). In this case, inhomogeneities are not sufficiently pronounced to produce body forces that lead to flow along the gradient direction.
That a minimum amplitude of inhomogeneities is required for vorticity banding is evidenced in the experiments on fd virus mentioned before (Kang et al. 2006 ) by the fact that after a shear-rate quench, banding is seen after some time, when phase separation has taken place long enough to produce sufficiently pronounced inhomogeneities. When A>2C, an instability occurs only in a limited shear-rate range (see the upper curve in Fig. 13b, for which A=4C) . This is also seen in the experiments on fd virus (Kang et al. 2006) . In fact, the lower and upper border shear rates + Á l and + Á u in Fig. 13 correspond to the shear-rate range that spans the vorticity-banding region (the dashed region) in the phase diagram in Fig. 5 for a given fd-virus concentration. A minimum shear rate is needed to produce sufficiently large deformations of inhomogeneities, which are not able to adjust to render B y equal to zero. At sufficiently high shear rates, the inhomogeneities are stretched, rendering their linear dimensions in the gradient direction small, which probably enables an adjustment again where B y =0. A more precise analysis based on the constitutive relation derived in Briels (2002, 2003b ) might be feasible.
Besides suspensions of rod-like colloids, inhomogeneities can be identified in other systems that exhibit vorticity banding.
Vorticity banding has been seen in nano-tube suspensions (Lin-Gibson et al. 2004) , which are partly aggregated. These aggregates are the necessary inhomogeneities to induce the hoop stresses leading to banding. The normal stress measurements in Lin-Gibson et al. (2004) indeed indicate that such stresses play a role in vorticity banding for these systems. The banding that is observed in these nano-tube suspensions might, however, be different from that found in other systems. Here, the bands align in a logrolling state along the vorticity direction instead of the flow direction. The bands consist of aggregated nano-tubes and therefore have a solid-like character. When these aggregates have a significant size, they will tend to align along the vorticity direction rather than the flow direction to minimize their internal elastic deformation energy. In case the aggregates are aligned along the flow direction, the shearing motion of the surrounding fluid gives rise to a high elastic deformation energy of the aggregates. This elastic energy can be released when the bands align along the vorticity direction, in which case the aggregates are able to partly accommodate to the shearing motion of the fluid by rotation along the vorticity direction. Due to the flow that is induced through their rotation, the elongated aggregates will possibly tend to form a regularly spaced structure. It is therefore feasible that the "log-roll banding" seen in these nano-tube suspensions is of a quite different nature as compared to the Weissenberg scenario discussed above.
Vorticity banding has been observed in Bonn et al. (1998) for worm-like micellar systems (this system exhibits probably both gradient and vorticity banding). Either the worm-like micelles serve here as the inhomogeneities or a shear-induced nematic phase is formed, leading to the same kind of inhomogeneities as for the fd-virus suspensions discussed above.
Note that the vorticity-banded states can only exist in the presence of the inhomogeneities. A true stationary vorticitybanded state thus requires that the inhomogeneous system is inherently stable. When inhomogeneities are due to ongoing phase separation, the banded state disappears once the inhomogeneities begin to coalesce, and the system will ultimately attain its true stationary state. For the fd-virus suspensions in Kang et al. (2006) , the true stationary state is therefore not the vorticity-banded state, but a state of coexistence of bulk volumes of a paranematic and a sheared nematic phase. Such a coarsening of inhomogeneities occurs after approximately a week, so that the vorticitybanded state in the fd suspensions are quite long-lived. In this case, the banded state could thus be referred to as a "quasi-stationary state." Vorticity banding is some times observed when discontinuous (or very strong) shear thickening occurs (like for the worm-like micelles in Bonn et al. 1998 , Wilkins and Olmsted 2006 , and Fischer et al. 2002 , where the shear stress exhibits a (quasi-)discontinuity, like in Fig. 10b (but not necessarily followed by shear thinning). Such a very strong shear-thickening behaviour can be due to the shearinduced formation of a new, viscous phase when the shear rate is increased above a critical shear rate (see the discussion in "Gradient banding of shear-thickening systems"). In Fischer et al. (2002) , there are indeed clear indications for such a shear-induced new phase. Also, for crystalline colloids, there are indications of a shear-induced new phase that gives rise to vorticity banding (Chen et al. 1992) . The formation of such shear-induced new phases may be accompanied by the formation of inhomogeneities. These inhomogeneities could then give rise to hoop stresses that lead to vorticity banding through the Weissenberg scenario as discussed above (personal communication with John Melrose).
A very recent proposition (Fielding 2007b ) is that normal stresses giving rise to vorticity banding can be generated within the interface in a gradient-banded structure. In this case, first, a gradient-banded structure develops, which is then followed by the formation of vorticity bands. Vorticity banding is indeed sometimes found to occur in conjunction with a van der Waals loop in the stress, like for the multilamellar vesicles in Bonn et al. (1998) and the colloidal crystals in Chen et al. (1992) . For the colloidal rods discussed above, however, no van der Waals-loop behaviour of the shear stress (just before vorticity banding occurs) has been found.
Summary and conclusions
A very simple model, referred to here as "the minimal model," explains a number of experimental observations in gradient-banding systems like:
-Gradient-shear banding occurs when the derivative of the shear stress of the homogeneously sheared system with respect to shear rate is sufficiently negative. The essential, new ingredient in this model for the constitutive equation is a higher order spatial derivative of the flow velocity, which is characterized by the so-called shear-curvature viscosity. Alternatively, such nonlocal contributions can be introduced by adding a diffusive term to the equation of motion for the stress, which is characterized by a stress diffusion coefficient. These contributions to the stress stabilize the system against formation of very strong spatial gradients of the flow velocity.
Within the minimal model, the kinetics of band formation in the initial stage is predicted to exhibit similar characteristics as the Cahn-Hilliard scenario for gas-liquid spinodal decomposition. The initial banding kinetics can, however, be quite different from the "Cahn-Hilliard" scenario in case elastic contributions to the stress and/or coupling to concentration are important. In particular, there can be a broad wave-vector range where the growth rate is essentially constant. This implies that there is no welldefined wavelength that grows fastest during the initial stages of band formation.
The severe shear-thinning behaviour that is necessary for a decrease of the stress with increasing shear rate can be due to slow dynamics of a parameter that strongly couples to the stress. For rod-like colloids, this is the orientational order parameter that slows down near the nonequilibrium critical point in the shear-rate versus concentration phase diagram. For colloidal rods, however, the van der Waals loop is not very pronounced. The much more pronounced van der Waals loops found for micellar systems is possibly due to (1) the decreasing number of entanglements with increasing shear rate beyond a critical shear stress where entanglements merge and (2) the increase of the worm length with increasing shear rate. Transient entanglement forces can give rise to gradient banding of "resin particles", that is, small hard cores to which long polymer chains are attached. The concentration within the bands is different and strongly depends on the applied shear rate. Other mechanisms that lead to strong shear thinning for more particulate systems can be identified as well.
The most important omission in the minimal model is the concentration dependence of the shear viscosity. This concentration dependence in combination with mass diffusion allows for gradient banding also under controlledstress conditions, contrary to the predictions by the minimal model. A stability analysis that includes the concentration dependence of the shear stress and mass diffusion shows that there can be a new mechanism that leads to gradient banding that does not require strong shear thinning. The feedback mechanism and the conditions under which this instability occurs allow for a clear intuitive interpretation. A similar feedback mechanism can explain banding of strongly shear-thickening systems.
The origin of the vorticity-banding instability is less well understood as compared to gradient banding. When it is assumed that the shear rate is a constant throughout the shear cell, a necessary condition for banding is that the shear stress is a multivalued function of the shear rate. It is unclear, however, what mechanism is at the origin of vorticity banding in such cases. Rolling flow within the vorticity bands has been detected in suspensions of rod-like colloids, which hints to the importance of normal stresses in the gradient direction. On the basis of experiments on rodlike colloids, a mechanism is discussed, in which inhomogeneities are assumed to generate such normal stresses that give rise to vorticity banding. In a sense, this is the Weissenberg effect found for polymeric systems, where the role of the polymers is now played by inhomogeneities. This could also explain vorticity banding seen in systems that discontinuously (or very strongly) shear thicken due to the formation of a shear-induced viscous phase. The formation of the new phase involves the creation of inhomogeneities that in turn lead to normal stresses giving rise to vorticity banding. A primitive stability analysis is presented, based on an expression for the normal stress in inhomogeneous systems of rod-like colloids, that explains a few of the experimental observations in such systems. A very recent proposal is that normal stresses can be generated in the interface in a gradient-banded state. Here, the system will first form a gradient-banded state, after which vorticity bands develop from the interface, which are in internal rolling flow. More experimentation is needed to clarify the situation in particulate systems.
The shear-banding phenomena discussed in the present paper should be distinguished from the banding phenomena due to adiabatic heating. In materials that are subjected to very high shear rates, dissipation leads to temperature variations, which can be at the origin of band formation (for an overview see Grady (1994) . In the present case, temperature variations are irrelevant due to the very low shear rates at which the shear-banding instabilities occur.
What has not been addressed in the present overview are time-dependent phenomena. This is a new and rapidly developing area of research that requires more experimental investigations to validate existing theoretical insight.
